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ABSTRACT
The aim of this paper is to examine the relationships between organizational justice and also the factors that characterize
cultural variations. This paper begins by briefly summarizing the nature of structure justice and by distinguishing however
justice is perceived. Hofstede’s five factors of cultural dimension model, which he developed in his seminal 1980 analysis on
national cultures, is utilized to gift characteristics of cultural variations. Ten propositions square measure then offered that
relate to structure justice and variations in cultural views. These propositions suggest specific management approaches that
structure leaders will adopt to be a lot of effective in coping with workers from several cultures. This paper concludes by
identifying the importance of understanding the relationship between structure justice and national culture and suggests
analysis opportunities of profit to each students and practitioners.

1. INTRODUCTION
In a business world that has become both more and more advanced and globally competitive (Cameron, 2003; Dowling,
Festing &amp; Engle, 2009), a growing body of evidence suggests that structure leaders World Health Organization
treat workers with fairness, integrity, and sensitivity are a lot of possible to notice that those workers respond with
accrued commitment and productivity (Senge, 2006; Pfeffer, 1998). Managing the work force in an exceedingly global
society needs leaders to be awake to worker well-being, job satisfaction, and employee commitment and to produce
structure systems that square measure hospitable, inclusive, and congruent (Findler, Wind, &amp; Mor Barak, 2007;
Cox, 2001). As leaders create and maintain relationships and establish policies to guide workers, the actions of those
leaders determine the perceptions of workers regarding structure justice (Tyler, Boechmann, &amp; Huo, 1997). Yet, as
Sen (2009) has noted, justice is not only a psychological feature construct however one that's affectional and extremely
personal. In Hofstede’s (1980) seminal research regarding national culture, the key values and perspectives that
characterize residents of completely different nations facilitate justify 1) why those folks respond in certain ways in
which, and 2) why it is important for structure leaders to grasp those responses in about the residents of every nation.
The purpose of this paper is to look at the relationships between organizational justice and also the factors that
characterize cultural variations. We begin this paper by in short summarizing the character of structure justice and by
distinguishing however justice is perceived. We then justify the framework of Hofstede’s 5 factors (1980); individual vs.
collectivism, masculinity vs. femininity, uncertainty avoidance, power distance, and Confucian dynamism, as
characteristic of national cultures and also gift data regarding every of these 5 factors. We provide 10 propositions
regarding structure justice that relate to variations in cultural views. We conclude by distinguishing the importance of
understanding the relationships between structure justice and national culture and recommend analysis opportunities of
profit to each students and practitioners.

2. THE NATURE OF ORGANIZATIONAL JUSTICE
Rawls (1971, p.3) called justice “the 1st virtue of social establishments,” established to protect the rights and freedoms
of people in society and essential for the creation of a cooperative society. According to Morris and colleagues (1999),
the principle of organizational justice begins with the notion that rewards ought to be proportional to contributions, but
justice is way a lot of advanced than merely articulating the distribution of resources (Luo, 2007; Primeaux, Karri,
&amp; Caldwell, 2003). Scholars oft note that there square measure 3 core dimensions or sorts of justice: distributive
justice, procedural justice, and interactional justice (Luo, 2007; Cropanzano, Bowen, &amp; Gilliland, 2007; Ambrose
&amp; Amaud, 2005). The interaction between distributive, procedural, and interactional justice has been well
documented in justice literature. Clemmer (1993, p.202) found that procedural and interactional justice "each
contributed unambiguously to customers' satisfaction." Konovsky and Cropanzano (1991) reported a zero.62 correlation
between procedural and interactive justice and a zero.53 correlation between procedural and distributive justice.
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Masterson and colleagues (2000) also found that interactive justice directly and absolutely affected perceptions of the
quality of leader-member exchange, and procedural justice affected perceptions of organizational support. Evidence
suggests that the 3 elements of justice move, even when this interaction could vary (Cropanzano, Slaughter, &amp;
Bachiochi, 2005).

3. DISTRIBUTIVE JUSTICE
Distributive justice involves how AN organization disburses its resources because it achieves desired outcomes and
acknowledges that people might not perpetually be treated alike (Ambrose &amp; Schminke, 2007). Three wide
recognized rules of distributive justice square measure equality, equity, and need (Fortin &amp; Fellenz, 2008).
Equality treats each individual the same; equity rewards people proportional to their contribution to desired outcomes;
and would like distributes resources supported perceived necessities related to people concerned (Primeaux, et al.,
2003). Resources or rewards in distributive justice are parceled out primarily based upon AN implicit or specific set of
rules, and cluster members historically assume of themselves as shareholders in an exceedingly group or community
(Cropanzano, et al., 2007, p.37-38). Greenberg (2001, p.370) explained that “people across many completely different
cultures agree that distributive justice is vital though they outline justice otherwise in apply and might favor one rule
(equality, equity, need) over another when allocating rewards”. Distributive justice implicitly consists of a subjective
perception regarding the fairness of however resources square measure allotted, as each party interprets values,
priorities, and duties owed through an individual lens (Fortin &amp; Fellenz, 2008).

4. PROCEDURAL JUSTICE
Procedural justice addresses “the means by that outcomes square measure allocated” (Cropanzano, et al. 2007, p.38).
The degree to which procedures, policies, and rules square measure articulated fairly and followed systematically are
conjointly crucial to getting cooperative behavior (Fuller &amp; Hester, 2007; Tyler, 1999). Leventhal and colleagues
(1980) observed that a method is perceived as procedurally simply if it is systematically applied, free from bias in
implementation, factually accurate, relevant to the needs of affected stakeholders, correctable, and consistent with an
organization’s moral norms. Procedural fairness builds organizational trust and will increase individual commitment
(Lemons &amp; Jones, 2001). Fischer and Smith (2006) noted that paying attention to procedural justice issues looks a
lot of crucial for managers as a result of “greater perceived justice of structure procedures was related to higher
satisfaction [and] bigger commitment to the organization.”

5. INTERACTIONAL JUSTICE
Interactional Justice involves the “quality of social treatment” (Bies &amp; Moag, 1986, p.44) that people receive in an
exceedingly relationship, and incorporates 1) the degree to which a person is treated with dignity and respect, 2)
courtesy shown in interpersonal dealings, and 3) whether a person is provided a private clarification once treated in an
exceedingly manner perceived as unfair (Colquitt, Conlon, Wesson, Porter, &amp; Ng, 2001; Primeaux, et al., 2003).
Reflecting the social exchange perspective (Blau, 1964), people expect truthful, honest, courteous, and truthful
treatment in their relationships with others (Ladebo, Awotunde, &amp; AbdulSalaam-Saghir, 2008). Donaldson and
Dunfee (1999) have noted that the pursuit of fair and simply outcomes is a universal hypernorm that transcend moral
and cultural views however that's extremely subjective. Employees World Health Organization understand truthful
treatments by authorities square measure a lot of possible to proof high commitment to the values and goals of the
organization (Cohen-Charash &amp; Spector, 2001). Empirical studies have confirmed the independent nature of
interactive justice as a moderator of justice perceptions (Scandura, 1999: Bies &amp; Moag, 1986; Clemmer, 1993).

6. CONTRIBUTIONS OF OUR PAPER
We recommend that our paper and also the 10 propositions it presents contributes to the continuing dialogue regarding
structure justice and its role and impact in international business settings. We affirm the importance of structure justice
as a issue impacting worker trust and commitment and determine the 3 major classes of justice. This paper affirms the
value of Hofstede’s five-factor framework in describing factors that mirror cultural variations and justify however
variations in culture impact workers. The academic literature clearly supports a relationship between cultural variations
and perceptions regarding management effectiveness and trust in international business settings. (Chow, et al., 2001;
Primeaux et al., 2003). Further, we examine the relationships between structure justice and the factors known by
Hofstede’s analysis regarding these variations in international culture. As noted by a multitude of students (Dowling, et
al., 2009; Hosmer, 2007; Cropanzano, et al., 2007; Ambrose &amp; Amaud, 2005), perceptions about justice vary
primarily based upon the cultural perceptions and backgrounds of individual workers. Recognizing and responding to
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the differences in individual and cultural views regarding justice has profound implications for effectively managing
workers (Dowling, Festing, &amp; Engle, 2009). Finally, we provide 10 propositions regarding structure justice that
relate to variations in cultural views. Citing the scholarly analysis regarding the relationships between cultural sorts
and structure justice, leadership effectiveness, employee commitment, and organizational trait, we cite dozens of studies
that determine the factors that influence individual and cluster perceptions regarding individual and structure justice.
These propositions provide a analysis agenda that ought to bear operationalization and empirical study.

7. CONCLUSION
While the discussion conferred in this paper is descriptive and also the propositions alpha, it is the intent of the authors
to suggest that the flexibility of organizations to form aligned systems that square measure perceived as truthful and
simply will considerably contribute to the amount of workers’ commitment and also the extent that employees perform
as extremely actuated structure voters. Understanding justice addresses our ability to achieve outcomes that square
measure rational, morally just and freedom enhancing (Sandel, 2009: Chapter 10). We recommend any that justice
perceptions don't seem to be solely assessed on the idea of gender and age, but square measure considerably wedged by
the subjective lens of national culture. Cultural gaps have a huge impact on business as a result of company cultures
and manner of doing things square measure deeply entrenched. Wise managers who completely perceive the cultural
factors that impact perceptions regarding justice can be able to craft structure policies and practices that change them to
be awake to the wants of their workers. The ability to produce aligned systems, policies, and practices that facilitate the
achievement of the structure mission and that resonate with worker values is well recognized as a contributor to longrun structure profitableness and strategic competitive advantage. Building trust by managing justly begins by making
the effort to really perceive those served by the organization. At the same time, as Hofstede (2009) has a lot of recently
noted organizations conjointly should become more simply by focusing on society’s broader interests, rather than
simply the parochial interests of their own organizations. In the opening lines of his classic text on international
culture, Geert Hofstede wisely determined that the survival of humans can rely to a giant extent on its ability to act
along to grasp however “others” thinking differs from ours. As organizational leaders incorporate insights regarding
justice in dealing with workers within the world marketplace, their understanding of how workers assume can impact
structure effectiveness, profitability, and long-term wealth creation. We hope that this paper and propositions offered
can lead to any theory development and inquiry on the difficulty of justice and society management.
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